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PandaGrid Map



Panda Grid Sites (14 + central)



Jobs share, 9 active sites



Concurrent jobs, >1000 max



Recent massive data 
productions

Requested by Alaa Dbeyssi and Tomasi Egle from Orsay, France

Amount: 3 x 10^8 pbar+p->π+π- reactions at 3.3, 6.4, 1.7 GeV/c, 
and        3 x 10^6 pbar+p->e+e- reactions at 3.3, 6.4, 1.7 GeV/c.

2/3 analyzed on GRID, 1/3 on the GSI farms

the number of running jobs on the PandaGrid has increased 
from typically 100 at the beginning of the production to more 
than 800 at the end. The production speed at the end was 
~6*10^6 events/day.

the number of simultaneously running jobs on the GSI batch 
farms was restricted to 200 (Icarus) and 2048 (Prometheus). 
The production speed during the last day on Icarus was 
~1.5*10^6 events/day and on Prometheus it was ~1.2*10^7 
events/day.
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new feature:
webpage User Interface

https://serpiero.to.infn.it/catalogue
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Panda Grid Activity
New site: 

Northwestern University, Evanston, USA

Last PandaGrid Meeting:

15th PandaGrid Workshop & 5th AliEn Developers 
Week

15-19 April 2013, at CERN, Switzerland (19 
participants: 7 from CERN, 3 from GSI, 8 site 
admins)

Next PandaGrid Meeting:

October/November, in Torino, Italy



News

Pablo Saiz, the main developer of AliEn, resigned from 
further work on AliEn since April 19th, 2013

His decision was triggered by the change of the ALICE 
Offline Coordinator (Predrag Buncic took the job of 
Federico Carminati in Autumn 2012)

The future of AliEn in ALICE is completely unclear



AliEn in ALICE

maintained for about 2 years (used for data analysis)

could be exchanged by jAliEn (AliEn written in java, 
developed by Costin Grigoras)

ALICE could switch to PanDA (Production ANd 
Distributed Analysis) tool developed for ATLAS, used 
meanwhile also by CMS for on-the-GRID computing

however, the plan is to perform the main part (70%)    
of ALICE computing on the future farm of ~250000 
cores located in CERN



Summary
Panda Grid is doing fine (but recently missing two 
important contributors: GSI and Dubna)

the development of AliEn is stopped, its maintenance 
will be limited, and impossible by Panda alone

collaboration of different PandaSites administrators is 
important and should be continued;

other tools possible for job submission, control and 
monitoring on the Grid

other experiments reduce the importance of the 
distributed computing and favor the central computing 
farm


